STUDENT & FACULTY AWARD WINNERS
SPRING 2024

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AWARDS

Outstanding Graduate Student
Gabrielle Yocupicio, Language, Reading, & Culture, Ph.D.

Outstanding Senior
Cynthia Rodriguez, Early Childhood Education, B.A.E.

FACULTY AWARDS

Maria Urquides Laureate Award
Dr. Lia Falco, Associate Professor, Disability and Psychoeducational Studies

COE Outstanding Faculty for Teaching and Mentorin
Dr. Dawn Demps, Assistant Professor, Educational Policy Studies and Practice

Erasmus Circle Faculty Fellow
Jonathan Tullis, Associate Professor, Educational Psychology

DEPARTMENT AWARDS

TLS Outstanding Senior, Leadership and Learning Innovation
James Rockow

TLS Outstanding Student Teacher, Elementary Education
Nasya Patrick

TLS Outstanding Student Teacher, Elementary Education
Breanna Williams

TLS Outstanding Student Teacher, Early Childhood Education
Kirstin Dyckman-O'Donnell

TLS Outstanding Student Teacher, Elementary Co-Teaching Team
Paola Pulido

TLS Outstanding Student Teacher, Elementary Co-Teaching Team
Valeria Regalado

TLS Outstanding Student Teacher, Teach Arizona
Lucas Agasse

TLS Outstanding Student Teacher, Elementary Pathways
Domonique Arriola

TLS Outstanding Student Teacher, Humanizing and Culturally Affirming Teaching
Katreena Haswood

DPS Outstanding Senior, Rehabilitation Studies and Services
Sarah Mathew

DPS Outstanding Student Teacher, Mild to Moderate Disabilities
Bethany Horton

DPS Outstanding Senior, Deaf Studies
Jocelyn Rodriguez